A theory of approximate language identification analogous to the existing theory of exact language identification is introduced. In the approximate language identification problem a grammar is sought from a solution space of grammars whose language approximates an unidentified language with a specified degree of accuracy. A model for this problem is given in which a class of metrics on languages is defined, and a series of grammar inference procedures for approximate language identification is presented. A comparison of corresponding results for exact and approximate language identification yields two distinct ways in which the results for approximate language identification are stronger than those for exact language identification.
I. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS
A language, conceived of as a set of strings over a finite alphabet, may be identified by specifying a grammar which generates it. The problem of identifying a language from finite samples of strings from the language by discovering a grammar for it is known as grammar inference and is a specific form of the more general problem of inductive inference. The significance of the grammar inference problem has been stated previously in Solomonoff (1964) , Gold (1967), and Homing (1969) , and will not be further discussed here. An overview of the approaches which have been used on this problem and of previous results can be found in Biermann and Feldman (1972) and in Gold (1973) .
It may not always be necessary, or even possible, to infer a grammar which exactly identifies a language; that is, a grammar whose language is identical to the previously unidentified language. For instance, there exist languages, as defined below, which are not generated by any grammar. Even if there does exist a grammar which generates the unidentified language it may happen that this grammar is not contained in the solution space of grammars (the set of possible solution grammars). This can occur, for example, if the unidentified language is a context-sensitive language and 236 Copyright © 1974 by Academic Press, Inc. All rights of reproduction in any form reserved. the solution space contains only context-free grammars. It is clear that in the above two cases no grammar inference procedure for exact identification can exist. However, as demonstrated below, it is possible to specify procedures which under certain conditions approximately identify a language by inferring a grammar whose language is "sufficiently close" to the given language.
It may also happen that the solution space contains a grammar for the unidentified language, but that grammar is considered to be too large or too complex. In this case it may be appropriate to infer a smaller or simpler approximating grammar. An analogue to this situation can be found in the field of natural language. A student in grade school is given a relatively simple grammar for the English language which does not exactly describe the language, but presumably provides an adequate approximation to it. A more accurate (possibly exact) grammar for English, such as that given in Quirk et al, (1972) , is substantially larger and more complex.
Previous work in grammar inference has been implicitly focused on the problem of exact language identification. In this case a grammar may be considered to be a correct solution only if it generates exactly the language from which the sample strings are drawn. As we have seen, this is only possible if such a grammar exists in the solution space. For the exact language identification problem to be solvable it must be assumed that for any language to be identified there exists at least one grammar in the solution space which exactly generates the language. In the more general case, where this assumption cannot be made, the best solution that can in general be obtained is a grammar whose language approximates the unidentified language with a specified degree of accuracy. This is the problem of approximate language identification. Clearly, this problem requires the formalization of the intuitive concept of the similarity or difference between any two languages.
The goal of this paper is the introduction of a theory of approximate language identification analogous to the existing theory of exact language identification and the investigation of the relationship between these two notions of language identification. This requires the specification of a formal model for the process of language identification. Within the framework of this model theoretical results concerning language identification are presented. None of these results is concerned with identifying particular languages. Rather, each of the procedures described here for language identification is applicable to any language in a specified class of languages.
First, we provide the necessary preliminary definitions. Sets are denoted by Latin capitals (A,..., Z) or Greek capitals (P, A, A, 4). ~ denotes the empty set, ~ denotes set membership, C denotes set containment, ~J denotes set union, (~ denotes set intersection, --denotes set difference, × denotes set product, and @ denotes symmetric difference, which is defined as follows:
for any two sets A and B,
A vocabulary (or alphabet) is a finite set of symbols. A string is a finite sequence of symbols from a vocabulary. In particular, A denotes the empty string, a string which consists of no symbols. Concatenation is a binary operation on strings which yields a string formed by the symbols in the first string followed by those in the second string. For any vocabulary V the set of strings over V, denoted V*, is the free monoid generated by the symbols of V under the operation of concatenation with A as the identity element.
The set of nonempty strings over V, denoted V +, is defined as V* --A.
For any vocabulary V, a language over V is a subset of V*. It is convenient for us to restrict our attention to subsets of V +, or A-free languages. No substantive losses follow from this restriction.
The length of a string ~, denoted l(~), is the number of symbols in the sequence forming the string. The function I when applied to a set of strings denotes the length of the longest string in the set. That is, if A is the set of strings then l(A) = max{/(c~)[ c~ e 4}. For any language L, L 7~ = {x ] x eL and l(x) = k}. A grammar is a 4-tuple (N, T, P, X), where AT, T, P, and X designate, respectively, the nonterminal vocabulary (nonterminals), terminal vocabulary (terminals), the set of productions, and the distinguished nonterminal. N and T are finite, nonempty, and disjoint. V = N tJ T is the vocabulary of the grammar. X e N. P is a finite nonempty set of expressions of the form ~ -+ fi,
where o~ e V + and fie V*.
If ~ --+/3 is a production of P and 7 and 3 are any strings in V*, then the production ~ --+/3 may be applied to the string 7~3 to obtain 7/38. We denote this process by 7c~3 ~ 7t33. The transitive closure of ~ is denoted by *~. For any grammar G the language L(G) generated by G is defined by L(G) = {w r X *~ w and w e T*}. If jr'is a class of grammars thenL(F) = {L(G)I G e F}, the class of languages generated by/'. A grammar is context-sensitive if for every production c~-+ fi in P, l(~) ~< l(fi). A grammar is context-free if for every production c~-~/3 in P, is a single nonterminal and fl is not the empty string A. Any language which is generated by a context-sensitive (context-free) grammar is a contextsensitive (context-free) language.
We require the concept of an effective computation. This term will not be defined here, nor will the related terms effective procedure or computable function. Their definitions may be found in Rogers (1967) and in Davis (1958) .
A set (language) is recursively enumerable (or effectively enumerable) if there is an effective procedure which generates it. A set (language) is recursive if there is an effective procedure which recognizes its elements (sentences).
A grammar is decidable if it generates a recursive language.
It is known (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1969) that the class of recursively enumerable languages is identical to the class of languages generated by the class of all (unrestricted) grammars. However, the class of recursive languages is a proper subset of the class of recursively enumerable languages and the class of context-sensitive languages is a proper subset of the class of recursive languages. Correspondingly, the class of decidable grammars is a proper subset of the class of all (unrestricted) grammars and the class of context-sensitive grammars is a proper subset of the class of decidable grammars.
We also require the concept of a (static) complexity measure or size measure for grammars. In general, simpler (smaller) grammars are preferable to more complex (larger) grammars. Therefore, when a solution space of grammars is searched to find a grammar which identifies a language, the grammars are typically examined in order of increasing complexity. However, in approximate language identification, unlike the case of exact language identification, we cannot guarantee that when the solution space of grammars is ordered by complexity the inference procedures invariably find the least complex correct grammar.
The definition given in Blum (1967) for size measures for machines has been adapted for our purposes. First, we require the following preliminary definitions.
Two grammars are completely equivalent if one may be transformed into the other by a one-to-one, onto mapping of their vocabularies. For any grammar G in a class of grammars F the (complete) equivalence class [G] is the set of all grammars in/~ completely equivalent to G. It is convenient to let each complete equivalence class be represented by any of its members.
A complexity measure on a class/~ of grammars is a mapping cr from F into the nonnegative integers with the following axioms:
(i) There exists at most a finite number of complete equivalence classes of any given complexity;
(ii) There exists an effective procedure which determines, for any integer c, which grammars have complexity c.
This definition is quite general and meets all our intuitive requirements for a definition of complexity measures for grammars. Its main theoretical consequences are presented in Blum (1967) . Its practical implementation is discussed, and examples of complexity measures are given, in Wharton (1973) . The following two lemmas state implications of particular relevance to this paper. LEMMA 1.1. Let I" be any class of grammars and let a be any complexity measure on 1,. Then 1" can be effectively enumerated in the order (G1, G~ ,...) such that i < j impleis a(Gi) ~ a(G~).
Proof. For each integer c >~ 0 the finite subset of grammars in 1" having complexity c is selected from/~ and positioned in the sequence, in arbitrary order, following all grammars of lesser complexity.
Q.E.D.
LEMMA 1.2. Let 1" = (G1, G2 ,...) be any infinite sequence of grammars ordered by a complexity measure or. Then if 1; is an infinite proper subsequenee of 1, there exist two indices i and j with i < j for which Gi ~ P --1,', Gj ~ 1,', and a(ai) < a(aj).
Proof. Since 1,' is a proper subsequence of 1, there exists an index i for which G~ e F --1,'. Since P' is of infinite cardinality the finite subsequence <G1, G 2 ,..., G~) of 1, cannot contain all of/". Therefore there is an index j > i for which Gj ~ P' and cr(Gi) < a(G~).
The immediately preceding lemma demonstrates that complexity classes of grammars do not correspond to the usual hierarchy of classes of grammars (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1969) . For example, let/" be the class of all contextsensitive grammars and let 1,' be the class of all context-free grammars. Then there cannot exist a complexity measure on 1, for which all context-free grammars are of lesser complexity than those context-sensitive grammars which are not context-free.
A MODEL FOR LANGUAGE IDENTIFICATION
In Gold (1967) a formal and well-defined model for language identification is introduced. Because of his rigorous formulation of the problem Gold is able to extract powerful and convincing results. The conceptual framework provided by this model is also used in Horning (1969 Horning ( , 1971 ) and Feldman (1972) .
We postulate, first, a learning device or inference machine. An inference machine must be capable of identifying any language Y from a class of languages A by selecting a suitable grammar G from the solution space 1, of grammars. The class of acceptable inference machines formally specifies what we may call the learnability definition. Following Gold (1967) we define three notions of learnability. The first, identification in the limit, is defined as follows:
Time is quantified and has a finite starting time. At each time the learner receives a unit of information and is to make a guess as to the identity of the unknown language on the basis of the information received so far. The process continues forever. The class of languages will be considered learnable .... if there is an algorithm that the learner can use to make his guesses, the algorithm having the following property: Given any language of the class, there is some finite time after which the guesses will all be the same and they will all be correct (Gold, 1967) .
The two remaining definitions are similar to the above definition of learnability in that at each time the learner receives a unit of information and guesses the identity of the unknown language on the basis of the information received so far by selecting one grammar from the solution space.
However, the process does not continue forever. With finite identification the process terminates with the correct answer in a finite time, and withfixed-time identification an upper bound on the time required to find the correct answer can be computed a priori.
Each of the three definitions of learnability defines a class of inference machines. The three classes of machines form an increasing hierarchy in the sense that if a class of languages is learnable with one of these classes of machines then it is learnable with the preceding "weaker" class of machines. A class of languages learnable with finite identification is also learnable with identification in the limit since when the machine finds the correct answer it may continue to choose the same grammar from that time onward. A class of languages learnable with fixed-time identification is also learnable with finite identification since the ability to determine a bound on the time required for correct identification implies that the time is finite.
Although these are the only definitions of language learnability that we will be concerned with, we note that others appear in the literature. In particular, Feldman (1972) introduces the notions of matching in the limit, approachability, and strong approachability, all of which are "weaker" than identification in the limit.
The precise content of a unit of information depends on the method of information presentation. Two methods of information presentation introduced in Gold (1967) , arbitrary complete text presentation and arbitrary complete informant presentation, are used here.
A text presentation of a language Y is a sequence of strings from the set {Y I Y ~ Y}. An informant presentation is a sequence of strings from the set
is one in which every string in Y (in T +) occurs. An information sequence for a language is either a text presentation or an informant presentation of the language. An arbitrary information sequence is one in which the strings may appear in arbitrary order.
To the two methods of information presentation, arbitrary complete text presentation and arbitrary complete informant presentation, we add a third. But first, a preliminary definition is required. A sequence (Yl, Y~ .... ) is effectively quasi-ordered (EQO) by a function f if and only if there exists a computable function .rf(k) such that for all k >~ 1, t/> rl(k ) implies either f(Yt) > k or that there exists a j, 1 ~ j ~< rf(k), such that Yt = Ys. (We note that this is similar to the effective approximate ordering of Feldman (1972) .)
Then our third method of information presentation is complete text presentation EQO by l (the length function) with known ordering function "rl. Less formally, for any length k/> 1 any string in the information sequence whose length does not exceed k must appear in the information sequence at least once by time r~(k). That is, ifI(Y) = (Yl, Y2 ,..') is a text presentation E~O by the length function l with ordering function r~ then Ui~l yi C{yl, Y2 ,.-., Yr} where r = rt(k ). Therefore, if rz is known we can determine a priori a time 7z(k ) for which we can guarantee that Ui~l yi will have appeared in I(Y).
We note that all three methods of information presentation allow unlimited repetition. Also, for all three methods every information sequence must be complete. In the sequel we will assume completeness and no longer specify it explicitly.
The three methods of information presentation that have been described form another increasing hierarchy in the sense that each method contains more information than the method preceding it. An arbitrary informant presentation contains, as a subsequence, an arbitrary text presentation. It also specifies all strings which are not in the language. A text presentation E~O by l with a known ordering function r~ specifies, for each k >/1, a time %(k) such that each string in the language of length k is known to have appeared at least once. At this time all strings of length k that are not in the language can be effectively determined. Therefore, this method of information presentation contains all the information provided by an arbitrary informant presentation. With arbitrary informant presentation there is for each k ~> 1 some finite time t(k) such that every string of length k will be known either to be in the language or not to be in the language, but, unlike the case of text presentation E~O by l with a known ordering function, this time t(k) cannot be effectively determined from k.
For any information sequence I(Y) for a language Y we define the sample at time t to be, for a text presentation, St = {Yl,Y2 ..... Yt}, and for an informant presentation, S, = {d-y1, ~Y2 ..... ~Yt}. In the latter case St may be partitioned into a positive sample St +, which contains all strings in S, presented in the form q-y and a negative sample S,-, which contains all strings in St presented in the form --y.
We require that the solution space of grammars F be recursively enumerable (effectively enumerable). F is always treated as a sequence of grammars <G1, G2 ,...). This requirement is not particularly severe since most of the common classes of grammars satisfy it. It is also necessary that each grammar in the class F be decidable. While all grammars in most of the common classes are decidable, there exist classes which contain grammars which are not decidable (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1969) .
Formal statements of three main theorems in Gold (1967) , which we introduce as a basis for comparison with later results, are given below. Formal proofs are omitted, but can be found in the original paper as well as in Wharton (1973) . We note that Gold's results are exclusively concerned with exact identification. That is, for any unidentified language Y in a class of languages A we wish to find a grammar G in the solution space F for which L(G) = Y. This is, of course, only possible if A CL(P). THEOREM 2.1 (Gold, 1967) . Let F be a recursively enumerable class of decidable grammars generating the class of all finite-cardinality languages and let the information sequence for any language Y in A = L(F) have arbitrary text presentation. Then Y can be identified in the limit. THEOREM 2.2 (Gold, 1967) . Let F be a recursively enumerable class of decidable grammars generating precisely the class of all .finite-cardinality languages and any one infinite-cardinality language, and let the information sequence for any language Y in A = L(F) have arbitrary text presentation. Then Y cannot be identified in the limit. THEOREM 2.3 (Gold, 1967) . Let F be any recursively enumerable class of decidable grammars and let the information sequence .for any language Y in A ~ L(F) have arbitrary informant presentation. Then Y can be identified in the limit.
These results show the great difference in the classes of languages which can be identified in the limit from two different methods of information presentation. We note, also, that even when language identification can be obtained it is only in the "weak" sense of identification in the limit.
We conclude this section by noting that if/' is ordered by some complexity measure a then the inference devices specified by Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 would each select the least complex correct grammar.
A CLASS OF METRICS ON LANGUAGES
The notion of approximation implies the need for a metric, or metrics, with which to measure the "distance" between two members of a set (of languages, functions, etc.). The particular set on which we define metrics is the class of all languages A• over a finite terminal vocabulary T. That is A v = {L ]L C T +} = 2 r+, where 2 r+ is the power set (the set of all subsets) of T +. Each metric from the class of metrics to be defined constitutes, in combination with the class of languages Av, a metric space.
Let the terminal vocabulary T be given an arbitrary order. Then a unique natural order for T + can be defined by the following rules:
(i) For any strings x, y ~ T + if l(x) < l(y) then x precedes y in T+; (ii) For any strings x = ala2 "" a~ and y ~ bib 2 "." b~ , where x, y ~ T+ and l(x)= l(y)= n, let a i --bi for i = 1, 2,..., h and ak+l =/= bk+l where 0 ~< k < n. Then x precedes y in T + if ak+l precedes b~+ 1 in T.
Any language L in A U can be uniquely expressed as a binary membership sequenceFL = (fl, f2 ,".) where./"/= 1 if the ith string in the natural ordering T+ is in L, and fi = 0 otherwise. W = (wl, w 2 ,...) is a sequence of weights if, for all i >~ 1, wi is positive, and Y~wi = m < oo. (All summations are from 1 to oo unless specified otherwise.) Without loss of generality we can require the weights to be normalized; that is, ~w~ = 1. In the sequel we will always make this assumption.
Let X be any set on which an associative binary operation -is defined and let X have a unique element ;~ such that, for all x in X, x • ~ --x. A norm is a function II " [I from X into the nonnegative reals satisfying, for all x and y in X, the following axioms:
Now let the operation of this definition be symmetric difference @. Let W be a sequence of weights. Then the function IlL lily = 5~fiw~ defines a norm on A v . It can be verified immediately from the definitions that the axiomatic requirements are satisfied.
For any set X, a metric is a function d from X × X into the nonnegative reals which satisfies, for all x, y, and z in X, the following axioms:
(i) d(x,y) > 0 i f x g = y , a n d d ( x , y ) = 0 i f x = y ; (ii) (Symmetry) d(x, y) = d(y, x); (iii) (Triangle Inequality) d(x, z) <~ d(x, y) 4-d(y, z) .
Let W be a sequence of weights. Then the function dw(L1, L2) = I[ L1 @L2 [Iw defines a metric on A U . Here also it can be readily verified that the axiomatic requirements are satisfied.
Assuming T and the order of T to be fixed, each sequence W of weights uniquely defines a metric dw and, therefore, a metric space on A u . We note, however, that each different W defines a different metric space on A v • For one example of a possible set of weights, let wi = 2 -i. Then ~w i = 1. For a second example, let x i be the ith string in the natural ordering of T +. Let the associated weight wi be defined by w i = 2 -z(~) • n(T) -~(~), Then ~.wi = 1. Note that in the latter case if xi and x~ are any two strings in T + for which l(xi) = l(x~) then wi = wj .
In the definition of a sequence of weights we have required that the sum of the weights be bounded. This indicates that the shorter strings tend to be more significant, or to have larger weights associated with them, than the longer strings. More formally, we have the following lemma.
LEMMA 3.1. Let W be any sequence of weights. Then for any index i there is an index j such that k > j implies wk < wi.
Proof. Since wi > 0 and since ~w i = 1 there is some index j such that co ~1~=j+1 w~ < wi. Then for each k > j , w~ < w i .
Placing stronger emphasis on the shorter strings is not new, for it appears in Homing (1969) . This restriction is particularly advantageous since the norm on any recursive language L can be effectively computed with arbitrary accuracy. This is shown in the following lemma and its corollary. We note that if L has finite cardinality then the norm can be exactly determined.
With the use of weights we have defined a class of metrics on A U . However, various other kinds of metrics may be defined. Consider the following example. For any languages L t and L 2 , d' is defined as
This particular metric is called the discrete metric. To distinguish the class of metrics on A v that are defined by sequences of weights from any other metrics on Au we shall refer to the former as weighted metrics and to the metric spaces which they generate as weighted metric spaces.
The choice of a metric is not purely arbitrary, for different kinds of metrics have different implications. For the discrete metric either L 1 is identical to L 2 or it is not. This metric is the one used, implicitly, in Gold (1967) . On the other hand, the use of a weighted metric allows a continuum of degrees of similarity from identical languages, in which case dw(L1, L2) = O, to complementary languages, in which case dw(L1, L2) = 1. This notion of similarity is intuitively reasonable in language theory. Our use of weighted metrics allows us to conveniently formalize this intuitive concept and, therefore, to utilize it in the theory of language acquisition.
In the sequel we will be exclusively concerned with weighted norms and weighted metrics, which will be denoted by the symbols J] '1[ and d, respectively, without the subscript W. However, a sequence of weights W will always be implicitly associated with each weighted norm and weighted metric. For exact language identification we seek a grammar G in F such that L(G) is identical to an unidentified language Y in A, whereas for approximate language identification we will be content to find a grammar G such that Y and L(G) are "sufficiently close." More formally, for any weighted metric d on Ati and any E > 0, we seek a grammar G in _P for which d(L(G), Y) < E.
With approximate language identification there is no longer the restriction that Y a L(F) or, equivalently, that A C L(/'). Not only may A differ from L(IP), but, as we shall see, A may be very much larger than L(I").
Before describing procedures for approximate language identification we will establish what, perhaps, could best be called an "existence" theorem. For this we need the following preliminary definition. For any two classes of languages A 1 and A~, A 1 can be approximated arbitrarily well by A 2 if for any weighted metric d, any E > 0 and any L 1 ~ A 1 , there is an L 2 ~ A2 for which d(Lx, L2) < e. This may be expressed topologically by saying that A~ is dense in A 1 . Clearly, any class of languages is dense in itself. Also, if A 1 C A 2 then ./12 is dense in A 1 . The following theorem and two lemmas will establish the relevance of this concept. Let L' = {x 1 , x 2 ,..., xn} be the subset of L whose strings have index in the natural ordering of T + not exceeding k. Then L' a Arc and d(L, L') < e. Therefore, AFC is dense in At1.
LEMMA 4.1; If A is any class of languages dense in A U and if A' is any class of languages such that A C A', then A' is dense in Atr .
Proof. Since A is dense in A u , for any • > 0 and any L ~ Act there is an L' a A such that d(L, L') ~ •. Since A C A', L' ~ A' and A' is dense in A u .
LEMMA 4.2. If A is any class of languages dense in Au and if A' is any subset of A u then A is dense in A'
. 643/26/3 -4 Proof. For any L ~ A', L ~ A v since A' C A v . Also, since A is dense in Av, for any e > 0 there is an L' ~A such that d(L,L') < e. Then A is dense in A'.
Q.E.D. Theorem 4.1 indicates that Av can be approximated arbitrarily well by A m . From Lemma 4.1, since Arc is contained in each of the "usual subclasses" ofA u (i.e., recursively •numerable languages, recursive languages, context-sensitive languages, context-free languages), then A v can be approximated arbitrarily well by any of these classes. Lastly, Lemma 4.2 indicates that any one of the "usual subclasses" of A u can be approximated arbitrarily well by any of the others. On the other hand, there do exist classes of languages which are not dense in A v . For example, if A is any finite class of languages, then it can readily be shown that A is not dense in A v .
Theorem 4.1 and the two lemmas following it can be considered to establish an "existence" condition for approximate language identification. If L(F) is dense in A, then for any weighted metric d, any language L in A and any e > 0, there exists a grammar G in F for which d(L(G), Y) < •. Clearly, this is a necessary condition for approximate language identification, for ifL(F) is not dense in A, then there is a Y in A and an • > 0 such that no G in/" exists for which d(L(G), Y) < •. Although the denseness of L(_P) in A is a necessary condition, we shall see that it is not by itself sufficient for the construction of adequate algorithms for approximate language identification.
As we have noted in Lemma 3.2, the function d cannot in general be exactly calculated by any finite computation, but it may be computed to any required degree of accuracy. Therefore, given an • > 0, we will search for a G in F such that, for some p, 0 < p < 1, d'(L(G), Y) < pc, where d' is an approximation to d computed with an accuracy of (1 --p)•. If we are able to do these two things then we can guarantee that d(L(G), Y)< •.
We have previously defined an increasing hierarchy of three definitions for language learnability: (a) identification in the limit, (b) finite identification, and (c) fixed-time identification. We also defined an increasing hierarchy of three methods of information presentation: (a) arbitrary text presentation, (b) arbitrary informant presentation, and (c) text presentation EO0 by the length function I with known ordering function r~. A corresponding hierarchy of theorems for approximate language identification can be established: (a) arbitrary text presentation gives identification in the limit, (b) arbitrary informant presentation gives finite identification, and (c) text presentation EQO by l with known ordering function ~ gives fixed-time identification.
Each of the following three theorems requires certain restrictions on the solution space _P of grammars. First, /" must have the property that L(F) is dense in A. Second, /~ must be recursively •numerable. Third, each grammar G i n / " must be decidable. The necessity of the first condition has already been established and the necessity of the other two will soon be apparent. None of these restrictions is particularly severe. Many classes of grammars, such as context-free grammars and context-sensitive grammars, satisfy all three requirements.
THEOm~M 4.2. Let F be any recursively enumerable class of decidable grammars such that L(F) is dense in A v , d any weighted metric on A~ and I ( Y ) an arbitrary text presentation of a language Y in A v . Then for any E > 0 a grammar G in F can be identified in the limit for which d[L(G), Y) < ~.
Proof. First, we define a subset K of T + as follows. Let p be any number, 0 < p < 1. Then, if the metric d is defined by a sequence of weights W = <wl, w 2 ,...) let k be the least index for which ~°=~+1 wi < (1 --p)c. Let T + have the natural ordering <xl, x 2 ,...) and let K = {xl, x 2 ,..., x~}. Then
At each time t we define A t = <D 1 , D~ ,..., D,(t) ), a finite subsequence of F as the sequence of possible solutions. We also select one grammar At in A t to be the tentative solution at time t. At time t = 0, A 0 is empty and A 0 is undefined.
We now show how At is formed from At_l and how At is determined. First, we note that at time t a finite number of grammars in F will have been examined. Let the last grammar in F that has been examined at time t --1 be Gr(t_l). Then At' is formed by appending G~(t_l)+l to At-1. That is At' == <DI , D2 .... , D~(t-1) , G~(t-1)+l).
For each grammar Di in At', the norm II St --L(Di)ll is approximated by computing ui = II St ~ K --L(Di) n K [I, where St is the sample at time t. Since Di is decidable L ( D~) n K can be effectively determined and since S t n K and L(Di) n K are both finite ui can be computed exactly. Then At is the subsequence of A t' consisting of all grammars Di in At' for which ui < pc. If A t is not empty then r(t) = r(t --1) q-1. If At is empty a search is made for the first grammar Gj following Gr(t_l)+l for which I1 St n K --L(Gj) n K II < pc. Since L(F) is dense in A u at least one such grammar exists. Then r(t) = j. In either case A t = <D1, D 2 .... , D~(t)) where D~(t) =-Gr(t) • All grammars which are in the set {GI, G2 ,..., G~(t)} but not in the sequence At are never considered again.
For each grammar Di in At, 1 ~ i ~< p(t), the distance d~ = d(L(Di) n K, St t~ K) is computed. This can be done exactly, Now let d' = min{di ] 1 ~< i ~< p(t)}. Then if d' >/pc, At is chosen to be the first grammar D~. in At for which d~-= d'. If d' <pc, then At is chosen to be the first grammar Dj in A, for which dj < pE. Now we show that there is some fixed time t' such that, for all t > t', A t = A t, and d(L(At,), Y) < E. 8inceL(1") is dense in Av, there is some first grammar Gj in 1" such that d(L(G~) ~ K, Y n K) < pE. Let t 1 be the time at which r(tl) =j. (Gj is first examined at time ta). Then for all t/> tl,
Let t' -~ max{t1, t~}. Then for all t > t', A t = G~ and d(L(A¢) n K, Y n K) < pc.
(2)
Combining inequalities (1) and (2), we get
Then A t ' is the desired grammar.
Since the following two theorems are similar to the theorem immediately above, in their proofs we shall assume much of the detail of the above proof. Proof. K is defined as above, so that d(K, T +) < (1 --p)E. A t and A t are determined precisely as before. Let Gj be, again, the first grammar in 1" such that d(L(Gj) n K, Y n K) < pa, and let t 1 be the first time for which G~ 6/ltl. Now, let t 2 be the first time for which (S~ U S~) n K = K. Then the time t'= max{t1, t2} can be effectively determined such that, for all t ~ t', At = G~, and
Then the desired grammar At' is identified in finite time.
The inference device in the next theorem, for fixed-time identification, operates slightly differently. It is necessary to "speed up" the process by which new grammars enter A t so that a tentative mlution At may be chosen from A t such that d(L(At) n K, St n K) ~ pc. Then, defining t 1 as before, we can guarantee that t 1 ~< t 2 , where t 2 is the first time for which we know that Y n K C St~. As we have discussed previously, for a text presentation EQO by l with a known ordering function ~-,, the time t2 can be computed a priori.
THEOREM 4.4. Let I" be any recursively enumerable class of decidable grammars such that L(F) is dense in A~ , d any weighted metric on Av and I(Y) a text presentation EQO by l of a language Y in A v with a known ordering .function .q . Then for any E > 0 a grammar G in 1" can be found in a fixed time, which is a function of only E and p, for which d(L(G), Y) < e.
Proof. K is defined as before, so that d(K, T+) < (1 --p)e. Initially, At is determined as before, and for each grammar Di in A t , I <~ i <~p(t), the distance di = d(L(Di) (~ K, St c~ K) is computed, and d' = min{di I 1 ~< i ~< p(t)} is determined. If d' < pc, then At is chosen to be the first grammar D 5 in A t for which d; < pc. Otherwise, a further search is made through the unexamined grammars in N. If a grammar Gi in 1" has the property that ] I S t A K --L ( G I ) A K I I < p e then G i is added to A t . If, in addition, d(L(Gi) n K, St n K ) < p E then At = G, and the process is completed for this step. If this is not the case for G~ then the search in 1" continues until such a Gi is found.
Before the inference device begins operation, we compute t ' = ~l(l(K)). Then the desired grammar A t , is identified in fixed time.
For each of these three theorems we may define a complexity measure a on 1" and require 1" to be ordered by complexity. Then it might appear that the grammar G which is selected must be the least complex correct grammar. Actually, G is only the least complex grammar that has been proven to be correct. That is, G is the first grammar for which d(L(G) (3 K, Y n K ) < pc. Now let G' be the actual first grammar in 1" for which d(L(G'), Y) < e. Clearly, G' will be chosen if d(L(G'), Y) < pc. Only if G has the property
does the possibility arise that G' will be rejected. In particular, G' will be rejected precisely when d(L(G') n K, Y n K)>~pc. With approximate language identification we can no longer guarantee that the least complex correct solution will invariably be found. We have defined p to be in the range 0 < p < 1. p cannot be set exactly equal to 1 because the procedures described above would no longer be finite and, therefore, effective. However, p may be arbitrarily close to 1 and, therefore, condition (1), above, arbitrarily rare.
Let X be any set and let d be any metric on X. Then a sequence in X, <x 1 , x 2 ,...), converges to y ~ X if for any e > 0 there exists an index n such that for all k > n, d(xk, y) < e. Proof. Define the sequence h ~-<d(L(G~), Y), d(L(G2) , Y),...). Then for all i >/1, d(L(Gi), Y) < e i . Since the sequence E converges to 0, the sequence D also converges to 0. Therefore, the sequence of languages J converges to Y.
We conclude this section with a consideration of what happens to the complexity of the chosen grammar as the accuracy improves. Intuitively, as the accuracy improves, the complexity of the grammar would be expected to increase. This is verified by the following corollary. . Let F be ordered by a complexity measure a. Let E 1 and e 2 be any two positive numbers such that ~1 > E2, and let G 1 and G 2 be the corresponding selected grammars. Then a(G2) ~ a(G2).
Proof. Assume the contrary, that a(G2)< a(G1). Then G~ precedes G 1 in/~. Let K(e~) and K(e~) be the values of K corresponding to e 1 and Ez, respectively. Now Ga is the first grammar in _F for which d(L(G2) n K(e2) , Y (~ K(e~))<Pe2. Since e 1 > e~, K(el) C K(e2) and d(L(G2) (~ K(¢I), Y • K(el)) < d(L(G2) n K(e2), Y n K(e2)). Also, since E 1 > e2, d(L(G2) n K(E2), Y c~ K(ee)) < pe~. Then d(L(G~) n K(el) , Y c~ K(ea)) < pe~. But G 1 is the first grammar in F for which d(L(G1) ~ K(e~), Y (~ K(¢I) ) < Pel . Then G~ cannot precede G 1 in _F, and, therefore, a(G2) >/a(G1).
Our final corollary, below, strengthens Corollary 4.2 for the special case in which Y 6L (_F') . Precisely what happens when Y eL(F) will be considered in the next section. COROLLARY 4.3. Given the conditions of Theorem 4.2 (Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 4.4) with the constraint that Y (~L(P). Let F be ordered by a complexity measure a. Let E = @1, e~ .... ) be a sequence of positive numbers which converges to 0 and let Gi be the grammar selected for each Ei , i ~ 1. Then the sequence C = @(G1) , a(GO,... ) diverges (approaches or).
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that E 3. < ei whenever j > i. Otherwise, we could consider only the subsequence of E with this property. Then, by Corollary 4.2, a(Gj) >/a(G~) whenever j > i. To show that C diverges we must show that for any integer N there is an index i such that cr(Gi)> N. Assume the contrary, that no such index exists. Then a(Gi) ~ N for all i >/1. Let ~b = {Gi ] i > 1}. Then by axiom (i) for complexity measures q5 has finite cardinality. Since Y ¢L(F) and ~ C F, Y ~L(~). Now, let 3 = min{d(L(Gi), Y)] Giff~b }. Since Y¢L(qS) and since ~ has finite cardinality, 3 > 0. But d(L(Gi) , Y) % ei, for all i >/1, and, therefore, ei > 3, for all i ) 1, which is impossible since E converges to 0. By contradiction, we conclude that C diverges.
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EXACT AND APPROXIMATE LANGUAGE IDENTIFICATION
Exact language identification can be considered a special case of approximate language identification in which the error ¢ is required to be zero. In order for this to be possible for all Y in A it must be true that A C L(F). However, for the more general case in which this condition does not hold, there still may be any number of special languages Y in A which are also in L(F). In the following theorem we show that wherever the unidentified language Y~L(F) there exists some ~'> 0 such that the approximate language identification procedures select a grammar G for which L( G) = Y. Proof. Let G~ be the first grammar in/" for which L(Gj) ~ Y. Without loss of generality we assume j > 1. Now define d' ~-min{d(L(Gi), Y)] 1 i <j}. Clearly, d' > 0. Let e' -d'/p, where 0 <p < 1. Then, for all i, 1 <~ i < j, d(L(G~) n 1<2, Y n K) >~ p4', and d(L(Gj) n K, Y n K) ~ pc'. Therefore, when the procedure selects Gj as the approximate solution d(L(Gs) , Y) < #, it will also be true that L(Gj) = Y.
COROLLARY 5.1. Let 1" be ordered by a complexity measure ~. Then under the conditions of the preceding theorem the inference device of Theorem 4.2 'Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 4.4) selects the least complex correct grammar.
Proof. Since Gj, the first grammar in 1" for which L(G~) ~ Y, is selected, it is the least complex correct grammar.
TI~zoR~I 5.2. There is no effective procedure for computing 4', as defined in Theorem 5.l.
Pro@ Assume the contrary, that 4' can be effectively determined. Let 1" be any recursively enumerable class of decidable grammars and let I(Y) be an arbitrary text presentation of a language Y E L(1"). Then by Theorem 4.2 a grammar G in/" can be identified in the limit for which d(L(G), Y) < 4', and by Theorem 5.1 L(G) ~ Y. However, this contradicts Theorem 2.2 (Gold, 1967) . Therefore, no effective procedure for computing 4' exists.
We now wish to show that approximate language identification can be considered to be "stronger" than exact identification in two different ways. First, the class of languages A that can be identified may be much larger for approximate language identification than for exact language identification. For exact language identification, since A CL(1"), A cannot be larger than the class of recursive languages, whereas for approximate language identifica-tionA can be as large as the class of all languages over theterminalvocabulary T.
Second, comparing corresponding results for exact and approximate language identification, the approximate language identification theorem is always "stronger." We give two sets of results to illustrate this point.
(l) Let the information sequence for Y have arbitrary text presentation and let the definition of learnability be identification in the limit. Then, for exact language identification 1" must be a comparatively small class of grammars, such as the grammars for finite cardinality languages. For approximate language identification _P may be any recursively enumerable class of decidable grammars, a much larger class of grammars.
(2) Let the information sequence for Y have arbitrary informant presentation and let 1" be any recursively enumerable class of decidable grammars. Then exact language identification can be obtained in the weak sense of identification in the limit, whereas approximate language identification can be obtained in the stronger sense of finite identification.
Since approximate language identification results are "stronger" than exact language identification results and since exact language identification is, in the sense of Theorem 5.1, a special case of approximate language identification, it might appear that the exact language identification results have been supplanted by stronger results. In Theorem 5.1 it is shown that when Y c L(F) there is some c' > 0 for which the approximate language identification procedures yield exact identification. However, Theorem 5.2 shows that there is no effective procedure for computing E'. Therefore, we conclude that although the results for approximate language identification are "stronger" than those for exact language identification, they do not supplant the exact language identification results. Rather, the two sets of results are complementary. RECEIVED: July 30, 1973; REVISED: May 16, 1974. 
